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§  p(Θ|y): targeted posterior distribution to simulate 

§  q(Θ|y): an approximating function of p() 
§  p/q is independent of Θ but dependent of y 
§  E.g. q(Θ|y) ~ p(Θ) p(y|Θ) 
§  Equivalent to use q() or p() 

§  g(Θ): a function that approximate p() and/or q() 
§  M = max(p/g) or max(q/g), meaning the distance between p and g is 

bounded for all Θ 

§  Overall, p, q and g shall span in almost the same space of Θ 



§  Goal:  to obtain a sample of Θ from p(Θ|y) 

§  Assumptions: 
§  g(Θ) has a finite integral; for simplicity, assume it is a density function 
§  p(Θ|y) ≤ M*g(Θ) for all Θ  

§  Algorithm 
§  Sample Θ randomly from g(Θ) 
§  Accept Θ at a probability of p(Θ|y)/{M*g(Θ)} 

M*g(Θ), the proposed distribution 

p(Θ|y), the targeted distribution 



§  Tricks 
§  g(Θ) should be roughly proportional to p(Θ|y) 
§  If not, few simulated draws will be accepted 

§  M must be set large enough that almost all draws obtained in step 1 will be 
rejected in step 2 



§  Target distribution p() §  Approximating 
distribution q() 

Assumption: 
q(Θ|y)/p(Θ|y) is a constant that 
only depends on y 

Computationally 
intractable Close to q() 

§  Proposal density function g() 

M = max(q/g) 

§  c*g() 

Usually c ~ uniform(1); 
Add randomness 



Toy example: 
0.  We know g(), q() and M 
1.  Fix x = -0.8 
2.  g(x) = 0.28 
3.  c*g(x)*M =  0.15 or 0.39 
4.  Accept 0.15 since q(x)/(0.15 ) > 1 
5.  Reject 0.39 since q(x)/(0.39) < 1 

6.  In other word, for a fixed x, its 
probability of being accepted = 
q(x)/(M*g(x)) 

 
 
 



§  Real sampling: 
§  1. Sample 200 x_i from g() 
§  2. Calculate c_i*g(x_i) 
§  3. Accept x if q()/{M*c*g(x)} 

> 1 

We can see how important it is to choose a 
proper g() 

Pro: no approximation; x is truly an iid sample of p() 
Cons: 
1) Find a proper g() is costly;  
2) inefficient in computing time since requiring many samples to produce one x; 
3) Performs poorly in high-dimensional X 



§  Goal is E(h(Θ)|y) 
§  Let g(Θ) be a density function that enables easy draws 

§  Then, the goal quantity is approximated with simple draws Θ^s from g(Θ) 

§  Tricks: 
§  The approximating distribution g() should cover all the important regions of the 

p() distribution 
§  Importance sampling does not work well if the importance ratios vary 

substantially 
§  Especially when the largest ratios are too large relative to the average 



§  Goal: to obtain independent samples 

§  Steps: 

§  Why sample without replacement 
§  If weights are moderate, with or without replacement gives similar 

results 
§  If a few weights are large and many are small, with-replacement will 

pick the same few values repeatedly 



§  Can be used to improve analytic posterior approximations in 
Chapter 13 

§  Help to provide starting points for more advanced methods in 
Chapter11 

§  Enough draws S ensures reasonable accuracy in quantities of 
interest 
§  Most cases, S = 100 independent draws are enough 



§  Target distribution p() §  Approximating 
distribution q() 

Assumption: 
q(Θ|y)/p(Θ|y) is a constant that 
only depends on y 

Computationally 
intractable 

§  Proposal density g() 

Close to q() 

§  Weight w() = q()/g()  



Toy example: 
1.  Sample 100 values of x from 

g() 
2.  Obtain q(), g() à w=q/g for 

each x 
3.  Sample x with replacement 

with density proportional to 
w 

 
 
 

Pros 
1.  Cheap drawing from g() 
2.  “right” g() gives good 

samples 
 
Cons: 
1.  Resampling à inefficiency 
2.  “wrong” g() gives huge 

losses in efficiency 
3.  Also has trouble in high-

dimensional sampling 
 
 
 



§  Simple case: 
§  Parallel simulations from different starting points 
§  Checking if they converge to the same estimated posterior distribution 

§  Complicated case using fake data: 
§  Pick a “true” Θ*  

§  Requires the model has proper prior distributions 
§  Simulate fake data y* from p(y|Θ*) 
§  Perform posterior inference about Θ using p(Θ|y*) 

§  There should be a 50% probability its 50% posterior interval contains the “truth” 
Θ* 

§  Shall average evaluations over many values of the ”true” Θ* 
§  Or calculate error = posterior prediction – “truth”, which shall has mean 0 

§  In practice, a reasonable choice of Θ* may also work 

§  If posterior inferences look wrong, we debug by simplifying the 
model: 
§  Remove some parameters à Set to 0 à Fix at a reasonable nonzero value à 

Assign a precise prior à Estimate parameters fully from the data 



§  For a more detailed example, see the 3rd R example of Chapter 10 
§  q(Θ|y) ~ p(Θ)*p(y|Θ) 

§  Involves optimization of Θ, prior assumption and likelihood model assumption 

§  g(Θ) assume multivariate normal 

§  MCMC: limiting distribution of simulated sequence is p() 
§  Pros: 

§  Less information about p() is needed, even only being known up to a 
normalizing constant 

§  Little calibration is needed by using existing MCMC algorithms 

§  High-dimension is not an issue, after breaking in conditions of smaller 
dimensions (as in Gibbs) 

§  Cons: 
§  Simulated sequence has correlation, hence less informative than iid 

simulation 
§  Validation is only asymptotic and approximating 
§  Convergence may be so slow that never converge 




